Name

Vocabulary

Read the Vocabulary Words. Think of things that you
know about volcanoes as you look at the picture.
Write the Vocabulary Word that best completes each sentence.
brunch

omelet

peaceful

erupting

1. The volcano was
2. Hot

lava

escape

.
was running down its side.

3. People got in their cars to

.

4. The volcano stops erupting. Now the day is

5. We ate an

To the Teacher: Read aloud the directions and the Vocabulary
Words. Then have students repeat the words after you. Talk
about the picture with students, encouraging them to describe
the scene using the Vocabulary Words. Ask them about any
experience or knowledge they may have about volcanoes. Read
aloud the first item, and guide students to complete the
sentence. Ask them to draw a rebus picture of an omelet to
complete the final sentence.

for
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C

Little Grunt and
the Big Egg

Name

C

Little Grunt and
the Big Egg

Read the story from the school paper. Then circle the
letter of the answer that best completes each sentence.

Word
Relationships
TEST PREP

lava
first-place

volcano

Third Grade News
Debate at Science Fair
Alvin Thomas is the first-place winner at the Science
Fair. He made a model of a volcano. Everyone liked the
volcano except Jeannie Ward. She was the secondplace winner. She said the lava did not look hot
enough. Jeannie said she is never wrong. Everyone
who listened to Jeannie thought she was just jealous.
Tip

© Harcourt

1 Alvin Thomas
A one
B won

2 Jeannie Wards said she is always
A right
B write
3 Everybody
A herd
B heard

Which answer means
was a winner?

first place.

Jeannie complain.

To the Teacher: Discuss the picture with students, having
them read aloud each story word. Then read the story aloud
with students. Make sure students understand that words that
may sound alike may not necessarily have the same meanings
and are often spelled differently. Read the first tip, and have
partners discuss what the sentence means. Guide students in
completing the items. Have them use each of the word pairs in
an oral sentence to show their meanings.

.

Tip

Which answer means
correct?
Tip

Which answer means
something ears did?
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